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Purpose: We investigate the use of TURBINE, a 3D radial-Cartesian acquisition
scheme in which EPI planes are rotated about the phase-encoding axis to acquire
a cylindrical k-space for high-fidelity ultrahigh isotropic resolution fMRI at 7
Tesla with minimal distortion and blurring.
Methods: An improved, completely self-navigated version of the TURBINE
sampling scheme was designed for fMRI at 7 Telsa. To demonstrate the image
quality and spatial specificity of the acquisition, thin-slab visual and motor
BOLD fMRI at 0.67 mm isotropic resolution (16 mm slab, TRvol = 2.32 s), and
0.8 × 0.8 × 2.0 mm (whole-brain, TRvol= 2.4 s) data were acquired. To prioritize
the high spatial fidelity, we employed a temporally regularized reconstruction to
improve sensitivity without any spatial bias.
Results: TURBINE images provide high structural fidelity with almost no dis-
tortion, dropout, or T2* blurring for the thin-slab acquisitions compared to
conventional 3D EPI owing to the radial sampling in-plane and the short echo
train used. This results in activation that can be localized to pre- and postcen-
tral gyri in a motor task, for example, with excellent correspondence to brain
structure measured by a T1-MPRAGE. The benefits of TURBINE (low distor-
tion, dropout, blurring) are reduced for the whole-brain acquisition due to the
longer EPI train. We demonstrate robust BOLD activation at 0.67 mm isotropic
resolution (thin-slab) and also anisotropic 0.8 × 0.8 × 2.0 mm (whole-brain)
acquisitions.
Conclusion: TURBINE is a promising acquisition approach for high-resolution,
minimally distorted fMRI at 7 Tesla and could be particularly useful for fMRI in
areas of high B0 inhomogeneity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Methods for fMRI data acquisition are overwhelmingly
based on EPI sampling strategies. The enduring popularity
of multi-slice 2D EPI readouts speaks to the robustness and
efficiency of EPI and is still heavily relied upon today for
acquiring T2*-weighted images of the whole brain at TRs
≤2–3 s. In recent years, various extensions to multi-slice
2D EPI have been proposed, including multi-shot 3D EPI,1
echo volume imaging2 and simultaneous multi-slice–EPI.3
These extensions all provide the opportunity for significant
acceleration and reduction of volume acquisition times by
extending the sampling domain across the slice (or 3D)
dimensions. Of these, simultaneous multi-slice–EPI has
achieved the most significant adoption, particularly in
conjunction with controlled aliasing in parallel imaging
(CAIPI)-blipping schemes to reduce noise amplification
penalties,4 although 3D EPI has continued to be inves-
tigated for use in fMRI, particularly at 7 Tesla (7T) and
above.5–7

Whereas acceleration can provide higher tempo-
ral and/or spatial resolution, the spatial resolution in
EPI-based methods are still limited by “echo train effects”
such as distortion and T2* blurring (particularly in echo
volume imaging) and slice excitation profiles (simultane-
ous multi-slice). These effects are amplified at 7T, directly
undermining the 7T potential for high-resolution fMRI
despite the SNR boost the higher field provides. How-
ever, for applications such as the examination of fine
structures like cortical layers or columns, true submil-
limeter spatial resolution is required. To achieve this
higher spatial resolution, alternative strategies need to be
employed. Highly in-plane segmented EPI can achieve
this by shortening the echo train and the effective echo
spacing; however, it comes with long volume acquisition
times due to optimizing TEs for BOLD contrast and suf-
fers from physiologically induced k-space inconsistencies
across shots. Keyhole-based approaches have been com-
bined with EPIK8 for high-resolution imaging, although
in this approach only the central portion of k-space is
updated, leading to blurred functional contrast as well as
blurring due to the inconsistent velocity of k-space traver-
sal in the phase-encoding direction.

Non-EPI trajectories have also been used for fMRI data
acquisition, most commonly using spiral readouts in 2D9

or 3D stacks of spirals10,11 but also radial trajectories in
2D12 and 3D,13 3D rosette trajectories,14 and 3D concen-
tric shells.15 These approaches are used for their improved
readout efficiency, robustness to off-resonance effects,
or ultrafast single-shot imaging. More recently, spiral
acquisitions have also been employed for high-resolution
fMRI16,17; however, like EPI, spiral imaging can also suf-
fer from blurring (caused by off-resonance and T2* signal

decay over the readout). Highly anisotropic FLASH imag-
ing18 has been used to generate images with ultrahigh
resolution along the readout direction (0.1 mm) but with
lower resolution in the phase encode and slice directions
(1.4 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively), and with limited cov-
erage of only a single slice.

Recently, we have investigated the use of a 3D
multi-shot radial-Cartesian sampling strategy called TUR-
BINE.19–21 TURBINE uses an EPI readout to sample
planes of 3D k-space, rotating successive readouts about
the phase-encoding axis to provide cylindrical k-space
coverage over multiple shots (Figure 1). Similar sam-
pling approaches based on rotating EPI trajectories have
also been published under various names.22,23 As a
3D-encoding method, TURBINE benefits from increased
SNR efficiency, and the multi-shot readout limits suscep-
tibility to T2* blurring effects. Distortion is significantly
reduced in TURBINE due to the radial encoding producing
a virtually distortion-free x-y plane. Additionally, because
the phase encoding is oriented in the typically shorter FOV
superior-inferior (z) direction in TURBINE, rather than
the longer anterior-posterior direction in conventional
EPI encoding, distortion in the phase-encoding direction
is reduced due to the shorter echo train at the same
bandwidth. The reduced echo-train length also allows
for shorter TEs, reducing dropout artifacts. Furthermore,
because a central column of k-space is traversed every shot,
the sequence is self-navigating for dynamic off-resonance
effects, ensuring more robust multi-shot data consistency.
The use of a golden angle rotation scheme24 provides
flexibility in spatio-temporal resolution at reconstruction
time, which allows for self-calibration of coil sensitivities25

or GRAPPA,26 in addition to providing a framework for
motion robust reconstructions.19

In this paper, we demonstrate the application of the
TURBINE acquisition scheme for ultrahigh-resolution
fMRI at 7T. We show distortion-free 0.67 mm isotropic
slab acquisitions centered on primary visual and motor
cortex areas, enabling layer-specific investigation of corti-
cal activation, as well as a proof-of-principle anisotropic
whole-brain acquisition at 0.8 × 0.8 × 2.0 mm3 resolution.

2 METHODS

2.1 Sequence description

The TURBINE sequence (Figure 1) is a segmented 3D
acquisition that uses a gradient-echo EPI-based readout
to perform Cartesian encoding of the kz axis and radial
encoding of the kx-ky plane. This is achieved by rotat-
ing successive EPI readouts about the kz phase-encoding
axis, resulting in a stack-of-stars sampling pattern (see
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F I G U R E 1 (A) TURBINE pulse sequence diagram: The gradient trajectory is the same as for standard EPI, but the angle of the readout
direction changes from shot to shot, shown for 1 example (yellow) blade. Fat suppression (not shown in diagram) was achieved either via
water-selective binomial excitation or with a fat suppression module preceding excitation. (B) TURBINE trajectory: The kxy-kz EPI “blades”
are rotated in a golden ratio angle scheme about the (phase encoding) kz-axis. For acceleration within EPI blades, alternating lines are
skipped for alternating blades. (C) Illustration of the flexible spatiotemporal resolution property of golden angle sampling, allowing
postacquisition choice of undersampling and temporal resolution

Figure S3 for Point Spread Function). The rotations were
governed by a golden angle scheme, incrementing by
180/phi ≈ 111.25◦,24 where phi is the golden ratio. Under-
sampling factors are controlled by the number of shots
per volume and the “in-plane” reduction factor along the
phase encoding direction. Total acceleration factors are
stated relative to the number of data-points needed for a
fully sampled radial-Cartesian k-space (i.e., including the
𝜋

2
radial sampling overhead required to meet the Nyquist

criterion at the edge of k-space). CAIPI sampling strate-
gies27 shift k-space samples, resulting in reduced g-factor
penalty for parallel imaging. Compared to previous ver-
sions of the TURBINE sequence,19 the version imple-
mented for this work uses CAIPI–style sampling in the EPI

plane. In-plane sampling patterns are shifted every shot
such that, after R shots for an in-plane acceleration fac-
tor of R, all phase-encoding indices are visited (see right
panel of Figure 1A for an example R = 2 acquisition). This
is accompanied by corresponding shifts in the onset of
the readout to maintain the same effective TE across all
shots. The shifted lines in combination with the golden
angle sampling scheme make this version of TURBINE
fully self-calibrating; that is, no dedicated reference data
needs to be acquired because reference data can be formed
from any subsection of the time-series.

Prior to each EPI readout, 3 non-phase-encoded nav-
igator lines were acquired for Nyquist ghost and radial
trajectory correction. TURBINE is RF-spoiled with a 117◦
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quadratic phase increment28 and is gradient-spoiled on
all axes. In all cases, 100 dummy measurements preceded
the beginning of data acquisition to ensure steady state
conditions were achieved.

2.2 0.67 mm isotropic slab TURBINE

The 0.67 mm isotropic slabs were manually positioned
on the calcarine fissure and hand region of the central
sulcus for visual and motor cortex tasks, respectively,
based on a 3-plane localizer, and were otherwise identi-
cal. A FOV of 192 × 192 × 16 mm3 was prescribed with a
matrix size of 288 × 288 × 24 for an isotropic resolution of
0.67 mm. Due to the short echo-train of the slab encoding,
no in-plane acceleration was used (R = 1), resulting in a
TE/TR = 23/58 ms. The slab selective RF excitation was
2.56 ms long, with a bandwidth-time product of 16 and a
flip angle of 13◦, with a fat saturation module (fat-selective
excitation followed by crusher gradients) preceding it.
Readout bandwidth of 964 Hz/px resulted in an echo spac-
ing of 1.22 ms. Each time-point consisted of 40 shots, for a
nominal volume TR of 2.32 s and a total acceleration factor
of R0.67,iso = 288

40
⋅ 𝜋

2
≈ 11.3.

2.3 Anisotropic whole-brain TURBINE

The aniostropic whole-brain acquisitions were acquired
with an in-plane acceleration factor of RPE = 2 using a
2.56 ms long slab selective, water excitation binomial RF
excitation (1–2-1 binomial pulse) with a bandwidth-time
product of 10, and a flip angle of 13◦. A FOV of 192 × 192
× 132 mm3 was prescribed with a matrix size of 240 × 240
× 66 for an anisotropic resolution of 0.8 × 0.8 × 2.0 mm3.
A TE/TR = 22/50 ms was achieved with a readout band-
width of 1096 Hz/px and echo spacing of 1.02 ms. Each
time-point consisted of 48 shots, for a nominal volume
TRvol of 2.4 s and a total acceleration factor of R0.8,aniso =
2 240

48
⋅ 𝜋

2
≈ 15.7.

2.4 Isotropic slab 3D EPI

Two isotropic slab conventional 3D EPI datasets were
acquired to provide a comparison with the isotropic
slab TURBINE data. Protocols were matched as much
as possible, but parameters such as TE are necessar-
ily mis-matched due to fundamental differences between
the readouts. Data were acquired using 2 similar proto-
cols with slightly different TRvol, produced by increas-
ing the FOV and matrix size in the z-direction. The first
acquisition had a TRvol = 2.408 s, and 288× 288× 28 matrix

size; whereas the second had TRvol = 3.44 s, and 288
× 288 × 40 matrix size. All other parameters were fixed
with readout bandwidth of 964 Hz/px, flip angle of 20◦,
TE/TR = 30/86 ms, RPE = 4, FOV = 192 mm in-plane, and
0.67 mm isotropic resolution.

2.5 Data collection

Data were acquired in 3 healthy volunteers (2 male),
with informed consent in accordance with local ethics,
on a whole-body 7T Magnetom system (Siemens Healthi-
neers, Erlangen, Germany) using a transmit/receive head
coil with single channel transmit and 32 receive chan-
nels (Nova Medical, Wilmington MA, USA). Isotropic
slab acquisitions were performed on all subjects, whereas
whole-brain anisotropic data were acquired in only 2 of
the subjects. For structural comparison, 0.7 mm isotropic
MPRAGE data were acquired in all subjects.

The functional data (isotropic slab and anisotropic
whole-brain) were acquired in 5-min runs of a 30 s off/on
task consisting of an 8 Hz modulated flashing checker-
board (visual slab), bilateral finger tapping (motor slab),
or simultaneous checkerboard and fingertapping (whole
brain). Head motion was mitigated using padding inside
the head coil, and subjects were instructed to remain as
still as possible during scanning.

2.6 Image reconstruction

Coil sensitivities were estimated from a fully sampled
temporal mean image using adaptive combine weights29

and then were compressed down to 12 virtual channels
using singular value decomposition-based coil compres-
sion.30 Several k-space corrections were applied prior to
image reconstruction (Figure 2A, left). First, a Nyquist
ghost correction was applied using the 3-line navigators to
estimate the required shifts by fitting linear phase correc-
tions to the inverse Fourier transformed navigator signals.
Odd and even readout lines were each shifted by half
the required offset to align all readout lines within each
shot and across shots at different readout angles. This cor-
rection step simultaneously performs a radial trajectory
correction because it ensures that the echoes for all blades
align. Secondly, a global zero-order phase (k0) correction
was applied to mitigate dynamic shot-to-shot phase off-
sets due to systemic and physiological phase variations (see
Figure 2C). To do this, the central column of k-space com-
mon to every shot was extracted, and a constant phase
correction term was estimated by least squares relative to
a reference, in this case chosen to be the first shot. This
correction was applied to all subsequent shots to align their
phase to the chosen reference.19
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F I G U R E 2 (A) TURBINE image reconstruction pipeline (B) impact of correction steps: example images and temporal SD images for no
correction, Nyquist ghost correction alone, and all correction steps (C) zero order phase variation (k0) and filtered versions thereof to
illustrate physiological contributions to k0

The isotropic slab data is fully sampled in the EPI
plane. For image reconstruction (Figure 2A, right), we
therefore first performed an inverse fast fourier trans-
form along the slab direction (z-direction). Following
prior work on regularized image reconstruction for fMRI
time-series data using temporal finite difference regular-
ization,31 the resulting kx-ky slices were reconstructed
using the following formulation:

min
x
||Ex − k||22 + 𝜆‖∇tx‖2

2,

in which E is the measurement encoding operator, which
incorporates non-Cartesian k-space sampling and coil
sensitivity encoding, implemented in part using the non
uniform fast fourier transform.32 The variable x is the
estimated image time-series; k are the noisy multi-channel
k-space samples; 𝜆 is a regularization parameter; and
∇t is the temporal finite difference operator. For the
anisotropic whole-brain data, which was acquired with
undersampled EPI planes, the image reconstruction was
solved as a 3D problem using the same formalism
as above.

The reconstruction was implemented in Matlab 2017b
(MathWorks, Natick, MA) using a conjugate gradient
solver with a maximum number of iterations of 200.

Regularization factors of 𝜆 = 103
, 104, and 105 were used

to evaluate reconstruction fidelity.

2.7 Temporal SNR

Temporal SNR (tSNR) was evaluated on the reconstructed
TURBINE data with an adjusted measure that accounts for
the reduced degrees of freedom (DOF) resulting from the
temporal smoothing reconstruction31:

tSNR = mean(|x|)
SD(|x|)

√
DOF

Nt
,

where the mean and SD are calculated across time, and Nt
is the number of time-points. Because temporal smoothing
introduces correlations between time points, this correc-
tion provides a more accurate estimate of the statistical
power associated with the measurements, which would
otherwise be inflated as smoothing decreases the tempo-
ral SD. In this case, DOF are not based on the number of
reconstructed timepoints but rather are estimated using
the data using Equation 9 from.33 In effect, the effec-
tive DOF is computed by measuring the deviation from
a flat power spectrum, giving an estimate of the actual
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number of independent data points in the dataset after
smoothing.

2.8 fMRI analysis

General linear model analysis was performed using FSL
FEAT,34 including prewhitening and high-pass filtering
(filter cutoff at 60 s) but without any spatial smooth-
ing. Minimal preprocessing was performed on the data,
and no additional physiological noise correction was per-
formed (aside from the global shot-to-shot phase cor-
rections applied prior to image reconstruction). Because
standard retrospective motion correction did not per-
form well on our very thin slab data, and to prevent
interpolation-related resolution loss, motion correction
was not used (Figure S5). Gaussian-Gamma mixture mod-
eling35,36 was used to ensure that the z-statistic distribu-
tions are Gaussians of zero mean and unit variance and
enable valid inference. The mixture modeling corrects for
any loss of degrees of freedom introduced by the image
reconstruction.

2.9 Layer-specific analysis

To demonstrate the potential of TURBINE for lami-
nar fMRI, we performed a simple layer-specific analy-
sis on 1 subject by following steps outlined by Lauren-
tius Huber on https://layerfmri.com/2018/03/11/quick-
layering/, but using the anatomical image to determine
the region of interest (ROI). The MPRAGE image was
manually aligned to the subjects’ functional data using
the nudge tool in FSLeyes. On the MPRAGE, we identi-
fied the motor cortex in 4 slices and manually delineated
an ROI corresponding to the M1-4a subregion subregion
of the hand knob, where we expect to see activation in
both superficial and medial layers in a conventional finger
tapping (with touch) task.37 We spatially upsampled the
functional data by a factor 4. In the hand ROI, 20 relative
cortical depths were calculated using LayNii.38 Activity
values (z-statistic scores) were pooled within each of the
20 layers.

3 RESULTS

The k-space correction steps outlined in Figure 2 are
essential to achieve high-quality TURBINE images. The
Nyquist ghost/trajectory correction step is especially cru-
cial to minimize artifacts. The impact of the global phase
correction on individual images is more subtle but can
be seen to reduce the temporal SD. The global phase or

k0 correction reduces fluctuations caused by physiological
noise and other sources of global phase variation. Both res-
piratory and cardiac contributions can be clearly visible in
k0 (especially in the low-pass and band-pass filtered ver-
sions) (see Figure 2C), which is sampled for each shot, that
is, every 50 ms for the data shown.

Figure 3 shows the isotropic slab T2*-weighted TUR-
BINE data from 3 subjects over the visual cortex region,
alongside the T1-MPRAGE structural image highlighting
the structural fidelity of the TURBINE data in the x-y
plane. The TURBINE image agrees very well with the red
MPRAGE outline. There are only minor differences in the
brain outline, likely due to dropout and/or small amounts
of distortion in frontal areas, where the B0 field gradients
are very high.

Figure 4 shows the impact of the temporal regulariza-
tion on the 0.67 mm isotropic TURBINE data. At 𝜆 = 103,
the low intrinsic SNR associated with the high-resolution
voxels is evident. At 𝜆 = 104, the images are less noisy,
but there is a small amount of residual streaking arti-
facts resulting from the relatively high radial acceleration
factor. However, at 𝜆 = 105, more temporal degrees of free-
dom are traded for improved spatial image fidelity, and the
resulting images have no apparent radial aliasing artifacts.
Therefore, all subsequent reconstructed data are shown at
𝜆 = 105. As a comparison, the acquired data are also recon-
structed at a lower resolution (2 mm) with low regulariza-
tion, which shows consistent image contrast and BOLD
activation with the high-resolution datasets but with much
poorer spatial specificity.

To maximize BOLD sensitivity, all subsequent results
were generated using the high regularization factor,
including the DOF-adjusted tSNR results shown in
Figure 5. Average tSNR (using all brain voxels in the slab)
was 11.6/12.9/13.0 for the motor slabs and 8.5/8.8/9.7 for
the visual slabs for subjects 1/2/3, respectively.

A qualitative comparison between 3D EPI and TUR-
BINE data acquired in a slab centered on the visual cor-
tex is shown in Figure 6, with matched nominal spatial
resolution. One EPI protocol had a matched nominal TR
(2400 ms), and the second had a larger slab thickness for
higher SNR, with a higher nominal TR (3400 ms). Both
3D EPI datasets show similar characteristics, expected
of an EPI acquisition: signal dropout above the ear
canals, spatial distortion, and blurring in the phase-encode
(anterior-posterior) direction. In contrast, the TURBINE
images do not exhibit any dropout, despite using the same
B0-shim values, and are blurring-free and distortion-free
in the transversal plane. Distortion in the superior-inferior
direction is minimal due to the very short EPI train used
in thin slab TURBINE acquisitions. In some of the high
B0 inhomogeneity regions, a localized fringe-like artifact
can be seen (white box/pink arrow on Figure 6) on the

https://layerfmri.com/2018/03/11/quick-layering/
https://layerfmri.com/2018/03/11/quick-layering/
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F I G U R E 3 Structural MPRAGE image, TURBINE image (mean functional image), and MPRAGE contours overlaid on TURBINE image

TURBINE images. In the same area on the 3D EPI image,
there is signal dropout of much larger spatial extent than
the TURBINE artifact. Factors potentially explaining the
reduced dropout in the TURBINE image are the shorter
TE and the fact that the EPI direction is superior-inferior.
Matching these 2 would not be possible or practical for
the 3D EPI (requiring the use of partial Fourier and
many partitions to cover the FOV, i.e., long volume
acquisition time).

In the image inset showing the cerebellum (green
box), more anatomical details are visible in the TURBINE
image, indicating that the true spatial resolution in the

anterior-posterior direction is higher than for the 3D EPI.
The 3D EPI data sets showed strong BOLD activation
with higher z-statistic values; the TURBINE data gener-
ally showed slightly lower z-stats. The TURBINE statistical
maps exhibit less extensive activation than the 3D EPI
ones, suggesting higher sensitivity of 3D EPI.

Figure 7 shows activation maps for all 3 subjects, an
example slice in the motor cortex in the top row, and an
example visual cortex slice in the bottom row. For all data
sets, there is activation in the expected areas of the motor
and visual cortices. The voxels with significant z-stats are
localized to the gyri, indicating high spatial specificity.
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F I G U R E 4 Impact of temporal regularization: 0.67 mm isotropic slab data set with motor (A) and visual (B) fMRI for 3 different
regularization factors: very low, medium, and high. Right column shows same data reconstructed with 2 mm in-plane resolution

F I G U R E 5 Maps of tSNR for all 6 slab fMRI data sets. Example slices (same slices as for fMRI results shown in Figure 7) for motor
(top) and visual (bottom) slab data tSNR, temporal SNR.
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F I G U R E 6 Qualitative comparison of TURBINE with 2 comparable 3D EPI protocols. Example functional image with z-statistic maps
overlaid in transversal, coronal, and sagittal view. Insets highlight resolution differences in the cerebellum (green box) and artifacts in the
temporal lobes (white box)

F I G U R E 7 Activation maps for all high-resolution (0.67 mm isotropic) slab data sets overlaid on mean functional TURBINE images.
Top row shows motor (finger tapping) experiment for all 3 subjects; bottom shows visual (flashing checkerboard) experiment
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F I G U R E 8 Motor activation map and time series of 0.67 mm isotropic fMRI. Insets with zoom on the primary motor cortex/central
sulcus; bottom inset without activation maps shows row of 6 voxels (green) for which time-course are shown on the right-hand side.
Demeaned time courses for the different voxels (separated by 1 au on the y-axis) show progression from positive to negative z-statistics and
back to positive as we move across the central sulcus

To further illustrate the spatial fidelity of the acquired
data, Figure 8 show a row of 6 voxels from the motor slab
dataset, selected to lie across the central sulcus. From the
voxel time-courses, it can be seen that the outermost voxels
on either side show little activation, with low z-statistic val-
ues and no apparent task-related modulation. Then, from
left-to-right on the image (or from precentral to postcen-
tral gyri), we have 1 voxel on the precentral gyrus showing
positive BOLD modulation (z = 4.4); followed by 2 vox-
els that lie in the central sulcus showing negative BOLD
fluctuation (z = −4.1 and−4.4, respectively); and finally, 1
voxel on the postcentral gyrus showing again strong posi-
tive BOLD signal (z = 5.1). This highlights the ability for
the TURBINE data to capture submillimeter spatial varia-
tions in BOLD response, with distinct pre- and postcentral
positive BOLD voxels and an interestingly strong nega-
tive BOLD response in the sulcus. The time-courses in
Figure 8 also indicate that the temporal regularization does
not produce overly smooth time-courses.

To further investigate the usefulness of TURBINE fMRI
for high-resolution fMRI applications, we performed a
layer-specific analysis on the 0.67-mm isotropic motor data
for 1 subject. In Figure 9, line plots show the signal as
a function of cortical depth for 20 layers between white
matter and CSF. The data from the hand areas in M1
shows the expected bias to the pial surface, as expected
in BOLD fMRI. The control ROI does not share this
trend.

Figure 10 shows images corresponding to the
whole-brain anisotropic TURBINE data from a single sub-
ject. These demonstrate that the TURBINE acquisition can

be used to acquire data that is highly resolved in the radial
plane (transverse here) but trading off reduced resolution
in the phase-encoding direction for whole brain coverage.
However, the benefits of the TURBINE scheme are some-
what reduced because of the more significant impact of
EPI-like artifacts (dropout, distortion, and blurring) due to
the longer echo trains required for whole-brain coverage.
One particularly notable artifact is most prominently visi-
ble in the transverse view, which appears like a localized
shadow or reduction in signal intensity. Visualizations of
the whole-brain data of the second subject can be found
in the Supporting Information, Figure S1.

4 DISCUSSION

In this work, we demonstrated the utility of hybrid
radial-Cartesian TURBINE sampling for minimally dis-
torted, ultrahigh resolution fMRI at 7T. In conventional
EPI, the in-plane phase-encoding direction is often ori-
ented in the anterior-posterior direction, that is, along the
longest axis of the brain, typically to avoid asymmetric
distortions between hemispheres. However, this results
in long echo trains and consequently high distortion and
T2* blurring in this direction. Using TURBINE, the EPI
phase-encoding direction is along the slab direction (here,
superior-inferior); consequently, the echo train is substan-
tially shorter, even for whole-brain coverage, and can be
kept very short for thin slab acquisitions. The shorter TEs
achievable with the shorter echo-train also facilitates opti-
mal BOLD contrast at 7T without requiring partial Fourier
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F I G U R E 9 Layer-specific analysis of 0.67 mm isotropic motor slab data. Top left shows mean functional TURBINE image, with 3 ROIs
used for layer-specific analysis. Hand area in left/right motor cortices (green/blue) and a control ROI (red) in gray matter area not expected to
be activated by the task. The mean z-stat values for all voxels in a layer are plotted. The shaded area corresponds to +/− the SD over the 4
slices used in the layer-specific analysis.

sampling. The TURBINE data acquired in this study was
virtually distortion-free in the transverse (radial) plane
and showed excellent spatial correspondence to the T1
MPRAGE structural scan. Furthermore, it exhibited far
fewer evident artifacts than the conventional multi-shot
3D EPI data, which included visible distortion, dropout,
and T2* blurring.

Although SNR-efficient, a drawback of 3D multi-shot
imaging is the increased sensitivity to motion, physiolog-
ical noise, and other fluctuations,39 which affects both
TURBINE and Cartesian 3D EPI. However, due to the
golden angle radial sampling pattern, TURBINE has inte-
grated capabilities for artifact mitigation. Because a central

k-space column is repeatedly sampled with each read-
out, shot-to-shot global phase fluctuations (e.g., induced
by respiration) can be corrected prior to image recon-
struction by phase alignment of the k-space origin for
each shot. Integrated rigid body motion correction has
also been demonstrated using the TURBINE acquisition
scheme at 3T,19 but it was not used in this study. Ini-
tial work (not shown) has found motion correction to be
less robust at 7T, likely due to more significant motion
interactions with the B0 field, distortion effects, and image
phase. Furthermore, to preserve the intrinsic resolution
of the images, no post hoc motion correction was applied
to the image time-series, which is often a necessary
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F I G U R E 10 Whole-brain task data (0.8× 0.8× 2 mm resolution) on 1 subject performing a simultaneous motor/visual task. Z-statistic
maps are overlaid on the mean functional TURBINE image. Top row shows inferior slices with visual activation, second row superior slices
with motor activation. The bottom two rows display sagittal and coronal views respectively

preprocessing step in fMRI. We found that in compli-
ant participants any benefits of motion correction were
outweighed by image blurring resulting from the inter-
polation and resampling of standard motion correction
schemes. However, motion-correction procedures could
be optimized to minimize blurring for future integration
with TURBINE acquisition schemes.

A specific drawback of radial sampling schemes is that
they are less efficient than Cartesian sampling,40 but the
self-navigating property and incoherent undersampling
enabled by TURBINE at least in part compensates for the
drop in raw SNR efficiency. The former property, along-
side the phase corrections discussed above, also allows the
readout to be self-calibrating for the estimation of sensi-
tivity maps or GRAPPA kernels. In this work, sensitivity
maps were estimated from fully sampled images generated
by binning all shots into a single temporal mean image.
A useful feature of self-calibration is the ability to gen-
erate dynamic calibration data where sudden movement
might invalidate calibration data acquired before an exper-
iment. The incoherence property of TURBINE trajectories
makes it useful for sparse and/or low-rank reconstruc-
tions.21,41,42 However, in this work, to prioritize spatial res-
olution and fidelity, no spatial regularization was applied
in image reconstruction. Instead, only a temporal finite
difference constraint was used to retain SNR, given the
low intrinsic SNR provided by the 0.67 mm isotropic voxel
size. The temporally regularized reconstruction does trade

off effective temporal resolution, with approximately 0.40
effective temporal degrees of freedom retained from each
nominal time-point. However, despite the drop in effec-
tive time-points, the smoothing regularized reconstruction
results in a net benefit to statistical efficiency compared
to an unregularized reconstruction.31 Because retention
of SNR and tSNR is a key factor in imaging in ultra-
high resolution regimes with small voxels, exploring more
sophisticated TURBINE-like trajectories,22 regularization
schemes,43 or denoising methods44 will be an interesting
avenue of further study.

In a direct comparison, the TURBINE images did
appear to have lower BOLD sensitivity than the matched
3D EPI data. Several factors could be contributing to this
result. This includes T2* blurring in the 3D EPI data, in
which sensitivity is increased (due to larger effective voxel
size) at the cost of spatial specificity. Furthermore, the
reduction of statistical degrees of freedom in the TUR-
BINE data due to the regularized reconstruction could
also be a contributing factor. However, because the pro-
posed high-resolution TURBINE sampling scheme was
designed primarily to preserve spatial fidelity, the benefits
of reduced distortion, blurring, and dropout should be bal-
anced against the reduced sensitivity. The TURBINE tra-
jectory is a viable alternative to 3D EPI in certain contexts,
particularly when brain regions of interest such as frontal
or temporal areas exhibit dropout or significant distortion,
and 3D EPI is unable to provide robust signal or BOLD
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contrast. TURBINE should also provide higher effective
spatial resolution compared to nominally matched 3D EPI
readouts, which is consistent with qualitative inspection of
the images, although a more comprehensive study of spa-
tial point-spread functions would be necessary to validate
this observation. Furthermore, fidelity of brain structure
means that conventional T1-weighted structural images
can be used in applications such as layer-specific fMRI,
rather than requiring a customized distortion-matched
T1-weighted acquisition.

In the TURBINE images, phase artifacts in areas of
rapidly changing B0 (e.g., regions where dropout was
apparent in the 3D EPI data) were apparent as a visi-
ble fringe artifact in the isotropic thin slab data resulting
from the interaction of the TURBINE readout with the
local B0 field inhomogeneity. In the whole-brain data shad-
ing, artifacts are visible, also likely due to an interaction
of the trajectory with local off-resonance effects or phase
cancellation due to physiological fluctuations. However,
the TURBINE artifacts are considerably less destructive
than the characteristic 3D EPI dropout in that the spatial
extent of the artifact is reduced and the signal magnitude is
non-zero within the artifact region. Off-resonance interac-
tions with non-Cartesian reconstructions can be mitigated
by including B0 information into the forward model dur-
ing iterative image reconstruction. However, this increases
computational complexity and relies on high-fidelity field
map information, and it was not utilized in the current
work. The whole-brain TURBINE data also showed local-
ized reductions in signal intensity, likely due to a combi-
nation of factors including insufficient shot-to-shot phase
correction and the larger voxel thickness (2.0 mm com-
pared to 0.67 mm) increasing through-plane dephasing in
the anisotropic whole-brain acquisition. Additional sim-
ulations (Figure S4) demonstrate similar artifacts can be
reproduced as a consequence of un-corrected residual
dynamic phase fluctuations, supporting this hypothesis.
Currently, the reconstructed data uses a zeroth order cor-
rection for shot-to-shot phase fluctuations based on the
repeated sampling of the central column of k-space. Future
work may explore spatially resolved corrections based on
this 1D navigator information for improved robustness to
phase variations.

An interesting feature observed in the isotropic
0.67 mm TURBINE data was the apparent negative BOLD
signal within the central sulcus, in between clearly sepa-
rated positive BOLD responses on the gyri of the precentral
M1 and postcentral S1. Figure S2 shows a similar pattern
of positive BOLD response in visual cortex gyri, with cor-
respondingly strong negative BOLD responses in the adja-
cent sulcus, ostensibly reproducing this phenomenon in a
separate acquisition and brain region. One possible expla-
nation for the negative sulcal signal could be the existence

of a cerebral vein, for which evidence of negative BOLD
signals has previously been observed.45 Very few studies
in humans have been performed at this ultrahigh isotropic
spatial resolution, with no in-plane distortion or T2* blur-
ring, which could explain why this particular spatial pat-
tern of BOLD response has not been specifically reported
in the literature. These preliminary observations require
further investigation to determine the precise origin of the
measured negative signals. For example, models of local
tissue displacement have been shown to cause apparent
negative signals in an fMRI acquisition.46 However, with
increasing fidelity37 and resolution of fMRI in humans, we
expect that more subtle spatiotemporal features, whether
BOLD- or non-BOLD–related, that are not detectable at
conventional spatial resolutions will be revealed.

For finger-tapping tasks that involved touching, as
was performed in this work, a characteristic double
peak pattern is expected in the M1-4a subregion of the
“hand-knob” in M1.47 The superficial peak represents
inputs from cortical-to-cortical connections (coming from
the sensory areas due to the touch component of the task),
whereas the secondary peak represents output activity via
cortico-spinal connections.37 In the laminar fMRI anal-
ysis of our data, we observed a strong bias toward the
superficial layers. This is expected because the TURBINE
method uses a T2*-weighted gradient-echo acquisition,
draining veins at the cortical surface makes the lami-
nar origin of gradient-echoBOLD signals more ambiguous.
Furthermore, partial-volume effects, including voxels at
the pial surface that have significant CSF contributions,
will also bias the fMRI signals.18 However, because the
TURBINE images display significantly reduced distortion
and blurring compared to EPI, we expect partial volume
effects to be reduced in the TURBINE data, particularly in
regions where the pial boundary is perpendicular to the
EPI phase-encoding direction. Despite the bias, the sug-
gestion of a double peak pattern was observed, and the
overall findings were consistent with previously reported
gradient-echoBOLD laminar motor activity (e.g., Figure 3
in Ref. 37), indicating the utility of TURBINE acquisitions
for laminar fMRI. In this work, TURBINE was employed
for gradient-echo BOLD, but the sampling scheme could
also be used for other fMRI contrast mechanisms such as
spin-echo BOLD orVascular Space Occupancy.

5 CONCLUSION

TURBINE is a promising alternative to standard 3D EPI
for ultrahigh-resolution fMRI. It comes with the chal-
lenge of lower intrinsic sampling efficiency and a more
time-consuming image reconstruction but has the advan-
tage of high spatial fidelity, low levels of artifact, and
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low T2* blurring. TURBINE could be beneficial for stud-
ies in areas that are particularly affected by B0 field
inhomogeneity and when anatomical fidelity is cru-
cial. The self-navigated and incoherent sampling pat-
tern make TURBINE a natural match with advanced
artifact-correction and image-reconstruction schemes.
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Figure S1. Whole-brain task data (0.8 × 0.8 × 2 mm res-
olution) of a second subject (see Figure 10 for the other
subject) performing a simultaneous motor/visual task.
Z-statistic maps are overlaid on the mean functional TUR-
BINE image. Top row shows inferior slices with visual
activation, second row superior slices with motor activa-
tion. The bottom two rows display sagittal and coronal
views respectively
Figure S2. Examples of negative BOLD signal in visual
cortex sulci (as shown for motor cortex in Figure 8)
Figure S3. Radial sampling PSF (top), as well as “effec-
tive” PSF (bottom) demonstrating the impact and benefit
of the temporal regularization on image quality. These
PSFs do not include the encoding power of the coil sen-
sitivities, and do not directly relate to the output image
quality
Figure S4. Simulated dynamic field fluctuations, and
using only a zeroth order phase correction prior to image
reconstruction. In a numerical phantom, field fluctua-
tions of ±5.0 and± 10.0 Hz were compared to the ground
truth. At±10.0 Hz, we see the appearance of phase-related
signal cancellation artifacts (see for areas pointed out
by red arrows), consistent with those appearing in the
whole-brain data
Figure S5. Highlighting retrospective motion correc-
tion challenges on thin slab data when using standard
pipelines. Temporal standard deviation images, temporal
mean images, tSNR and z-statistic maps using three differ-
ent pipelines: (1) default settings retrospective motion cor-
rection (MCFLIRT, FSL), (2) default settings after cropping
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volume to remove slices with signal drop-off (slab profile
effect) at the edges of the slab and (3) no motion cor-
rection. Temporal standard deviation images show high
values around edges indicating there is motion in the
time-series whereas the image with no motion correc-
tion shows very little intensity increase around edges.
However, the temporal standard deviation is lower in the
motion corrected images in areas of homogenous signal.
Visual inspection of the time-series data suggests that the
motion correction introduces small amounts of erroneous
motion into this very low motion time series. The interpo-
lation used additionally introduces smoothing which we
believe leads to loss in resolution and subsequently higher
z-stats. All results shown in the paper use the no motion
pipeline as there was very little motion in the data (no

motion visible by eye). The choice to omit motion cor-
rection as a post-processing step for our data is not an
assertion that motion correction is not possible in this
data, but simply a reflection of the fact that we observed
degraded apparent spatial resolution in the data following
conventional motion correction with default parameters,
which may not be well tuned for this ultra-high isotropic
resolution data
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